Scrappy
● Scrappy is a video slot made up out of 5 reels and 4 rows, including Wild
Symbol and a Scatter Symbol.
● The game has 30 fixed paylines.
● Scrappy includes a Free Spins feature, Wild Takeover, Reign of Fire and
Symbol Takeover.
● The following coin values can be chosen (on desktop as well as on mobile):
€0,01, €0,02, €0,05, €0,10, €0,20, €0,50, €1,00, €2,00, €3,00, €4,00 and
€5,00.
● Available total bets (the coin value times 30, the amount of paylines) are:
€0,30, €0,60, €1,50, €3,00, €6,00, €15,00, €30,00, €60,00 and €150,00.
● A max bet of €150,00 can be set manually by adjusting the total bet to
€150,00 (coin value of €5,00).
● The theoretical Return to Player for this game is 97.20 %

Explanation of the button numbers can be found below.

Gameplay
Step 1. Choose your desired BET via button number 3.
Step 2. Press button number 2 to PLAY.
Step 3. See how many points you won in the WIN box, in the lower left corner.

Button functions
Button
1
2
3
Sound button (desktop)
Arrows button (desktop)

Function
View paytable
Spin the reels
Adjust coin value
Turn sound on/off
Enter full screen mode

Wild Symbol
Appearing Wild Symbols will substitute all symbols to
complete a winning combination, except for Scatter
Symbol combinations.

Wild Takeover
When there are no wins during
regular and Free Spins, a
 Wild
Takeover can appear at any
time. The Wild Takeover lets
symbols be replaced
with Wild Symbols.

Scatter Symbol

Free Spins will be triggered when 3
 or more Scatter
Symbols appear.

Free Spins

The number of Free Spins will be unpredictably selected. This can be either 4, 8
or 10 Free Spins.

Symbol Takeover

During a Symbol Takeover,
symbols will be replaced
with another symbol. A
Symbol Takeover can
be suddenly triggered
during regular and free
spins, when there are no
winning paylines.

Reign of Fire

The Reign of Fire falls
down on the symbols and
makes symbols explode
to be replaced with new
symbols. The Reign of Fire
can take place at any time
during regular and free
spins when there are
no winning paylines.

Technical Statement
In case of malfunction of the games’ software or hardware, all plays and prizes
will be void and bets will be refunded. Please contact the gaming website's
customer service when experiencing any malfunctions in the game.

